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Abstract: 

The COVID-19 epidemics have made it challenging for 

consumers and families to sustain a hale and hearty daily 

life, eminence of living, and well-being. Preliminary proof 
has recommended that higher probability of both mortality 

and severity of the COVID-19 be directly connected to 

unhealthy daily life behaviors. In this research article, we 

identify impact of epidemic Corona virus on consumer 

sentiment thoughts or feelings on their daily life style. 

Sentiment analysis on various consumers have been to 

gather data , in addition, by the latest advancement in 

machine learning algorithms, the precision of our sentiment 

analysis predictions is able to get better. In this report, we 

will try to perform sentiment analysis on “lifestyles” using 

various rapid miner tool. We try to classify the polarity of 

the lifestyle wherever it is either positive, negative o neutral. 

The application of opinion mining and sentiment analysis 

(OMSA) is the calculative study of users views in the era of 

big data have been used a useful way in categorizing the 

opinion into different sentiment and in general evaluating 

the mood of the public. According to literature survey done 

in respect to sentiment analysis, there are two techniques i.e. 

semantic orientation and machine learning which are 

important. The semantic orientation of a view suggests 

whether the view is positive , negative or neutral whereas 

machine learning is a technique of data analysis which 

automates logical building of a model 

Keywords : Machine learning ,Opinion mining ,Sentiment 

analysis, Bigdata , rapid miner tool 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Sentiment analysis is the automated process of determining 

whether a text expresses a positive, negative, or neutral 

opinion about a product or topic. Sentiment analysis is the  

 

 

process of using natural language processing, text analysis, 

and statistics to analyze consumer sentiment. To analyze and  

understand the sentiment of the consumers—what people are 

saying, how they’re saying it, and what they 

mean. Consumer sentiment can be found in tweets, 

comments, reviews, or other places where people refer to 

your product. Sentiment Analysis is the domain of 

understanding these emotions with software, and it’s a must-

understand for developers and business leaders in a modern 

workplace. 

Over the past few months ,Covid-19 completely changed our 

lives. At the same time as the environment began to cure 

,people where locked up at home due to induced lockdown. 

Major life style changes were seen. Societies were 

inhabitants were taught social interaction was prohibited 

from it. Citizens begin to adapt, and now, a new way of 

living has emerge. We have realize it, there have been so 

many changes in our everyday lives because of corona virus, 

that would have never happened.  

Opinion Mining also refers to NLP (Natural Language 

Processing), biometrics, text analysis and computational 

linguistics in order to detect , extract and refer subjective 

information. Sentiment analysis basically aims to identify 

the attitude of a writer with respect to a topic or the 

complete polarity to a document. The behavior may be a 

valuation or judgmental or affective state of the author or the 

emotional communication or interlocutor. It is the 

calculative study of users opinions, views, behavior and 

emotions toward an object. Sentiment mining helps to gather 

positive, negative or neutral information about a product. 

Then, the highly counted opinions about a product are 

passed to the user. For promoting marketing, big companies 

and business magnets are making use of this opinion mining. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
https://monkeylearn.com/sentiment-analysis/
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Using given studies by Behdenna, et al [1], sentiment 

analysis is being performed at three levels i.e.: 

 Document level analysis: The task at this level is to 

determine the overall opinion of the document. Sentiment 

analysis at document level assumes that each document 

expresses opinions on a single entity. 

  Sentence level analysis: The task at this level is to 

determine if each sentence has expressed an opinion. This 

level distinguishes the objective sentences expressing factual 

information and subjective sentences expressing opinions. In 

this case, treatments are twofold; firstly identify if the 

sentence has expressed or not an opinion, then assess the 

polarity of opinion. But the main difficulty comes from the 

fact that objective sentences can be carrying opinion.  

 Aspect level analysis: This level performs a finer analysis 

and requires the use of natural language processing. In this 

level, opinion is characterized by a polarity and a target of 

opinion. In this case, treatments are twofold: first identify 

the entity and aspects of the entity in question, and then 

assess the opinion on each aspect 

The main aims of this paper are as follows: 
 

 The main goal of this research is to develop a deep 

understanding of the various opinion mining and 

sentiment analysis approaches performed on 

individual view of text analytics 

 Evaluation of sentiments of unstructured data using 

Clustering in Rapid miner tool 

A.) Types of sentiment analysis [16] 

 1. Manual processing: Human interpretation of the 

sentiment must be accurate. 

 2. Keyword processing: Assign positivity or negativity to 

individual words and calculates the overall percentage score 

to the post.  

3. Natural language processing (NLP): Also called text 

analytics, computational linguistics.  

NLP is superior to keyword processing. NLP works by 

analyzing language for its meaning. The information what 

the vendors get from sentiment analysis provides them to 

improve their marketing strategy. By sentiment analysis, the 

researcher can see the positive or negative discussions 

among their audience. By sentiment analysis, the researcher 

know the customer’s opinions about their views. The 

opinion are not judged by their functionality, instead of how 

well it is presented on the online reviews. Sentiment analysis 

can be measured using They are  

 machine learning,  

 lexicon based, and  

 hybrid-based approaches.  

In the machine learning approach, the supervised learning 

model can be easily trained, and the unsupervised model can 

be easily categorized the data. The lexicon-based approach 

can be easily calculate the sentiment scores for each word. 

The hybrid is a combination of both machine learning and 

lexicon-based approaches and measures the sentiment for 

noisy and less sensitive data. [16] 

The sentiment analysis can be divided into different 

categories as shown in Figure 1 

 

B.) Overview: 

Nowadays and since the last two decades, digital data is 

generated on a massive scale, this phenomenon is known as 

Big Data (BD). This phenomenon supposes a change in the 

way of managing and drawing conclusions from data. 

Moreover, techniques and methods used in artificial 

intelligence shape new ways of analysis considering BD. 

Sentiment Analysis (SA) or Opinion Mining (OM) is a topic 

widely studied for the last few years due to its potential in 

extracting value from data. As the amount of the data 

generated by users increases, due to the improvement of 

internet connections worldwide, the challenges to handle 

this amount of data increase too. For this reason, tools like 

machine learning (ML) can help organizations and 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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individuals to handle and take advantage of data generated 

by users. 

In Attribute level sentiment analysis, a sentiment for each 

entity in a sentence is provided. In sentence level sentiment 

analysis, the overall sentiment of each and every sentence in 

a document is provided. In Document level sentiment 

analysis, the overall sentiment of the complete document is 

provided. According to literature survey done in respect to 

sentiment analysis, there are two techniques i.e. semantic 

orientation and machine learning which are important. The 

semantic orientation of a view suggests whether the view is 

positive, negative or neutral whereas machine learning is a 

technique of data analysis which automates logical building 

of a model. The techniques are shown in in figure: (Opinion 

Mining Techniques)[2] 

 
 In the supervised learning approach of machine 

learning, pseudo codes are trained using descriptive 

examples, as an input in which the desired output is 

already known. It is basically used in applications 

where historical data is used to predict forthcoming 

data. 

 

  In the unsupervised learning approach of 

machine learning, there is no historical data. The 

objective is to investigate the data and to make 

some useful information within it . 

  2. Methodology : 

  The main goal of this research is to develop a deep 

understanding of the various opinion mining and sentiment 

analysis approaches performed on individual view of text 

analytics. This study advocates the ways applications are 

present and utilized in many areas in the society. The 

technique used in the study is the systematic literature 

review. A systematic review is completely based on an 

evidently framed question, presents relevant studies, 

evaluates their findings, and summarizes the data by means 

of clear methodology. This explicit and methodical approach 

makes systematic reviews different from the traditional 

reviews 

 

 The blend of evidence from the current literature can create 

new knowledge in the existing studies, which is as important 

as conducting new research .Rousseau et al. [13] maintained 

an argument that systematic reviews are different from 

tradition reviews in that systematic literature reviews are 

comprehensive in nature, use transparent and fair analysis, 

and apply certain criteria for understanding of the findings 

that provided in the previous literature. In addition, 

systematic literature reviews mainly focus on objectivity and 

reproducibility of results [11]. The process of review starts 

with framing the questions and conducting a systematic and 

step-by-step process and applying a replicable method to 

answer these questions [11]. Thus, the evidence generated 
from the exact approach of identifying, selecting, and 

analyzing the data can have a significant impact on the body 

of knowledge collected, but the supreme concern of this 

practice is synthesizing the results produced through this 

systematic process [10], [11]. 

 

The methodology used in the study is a five-step process 

shown in Figure, as proposed by [10]. It is systematic in 

nature, clear and reproducible, and involves identifying, 

examining, synthesizing, deducing, and reporting the 

evidence from the existing sentiment analysis and opinion 

mining literature. 

 

 
Fig :Research methodology of systematic literature review 

 

1.QUESTION FORMULATION : 
 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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A deep and insightful literature review should start with the 

development of a clear understanding about your objectives 

[12]. Therefore, to ascertain this, we clearly formulated and 

considered research questions to evade doubts in our study 

[13]. The purpose of the research is to discuss the 

methodological and application side of opinion mining and 

sentiment analysis and explore whether the intervention of 

opinion mining and sentiment analysis would be applicable 

to humans or in an organization as a whole 

 

https://forms.gle/Kp9vcxqBUXinjUyUA 

 
The above link is having the list of questionnaire of data 

collection of my research topic 

B. LOCATING STUDIES 

 

The objective of identifying an suitable academic journal 

articles is to develop a list of all related articles to our 

research questions. I have prepared a list of selected 
questionnaire as a core database.  

Since the study is based on opinion mining and sentiment 

analysis, we used different strings to identify relevant 

papers.  

 

But in this research the positive and negative states are 

highlighted with the help of tool. 

 

Rapid Miner 9.8.001 is data science platforms that combine 

with analytics and artificial intelligence. This tool includes 

text mining also.  

 

 
 

 

Rapid Miner studio is visual workflow designer, which is 

used for predictive analysis. This combines machine 

learning and big data science for the better analysis. 

Understanding of the rapid miner studio is important to 

design the process diagram. The IDE (Integrated 

Development Environment) has repository, Operators, 

Views, Global Search, Parameters, help panel, Functional 

ports and Process panel with usual tool such as file, edit.  

The benefits of the Rapid Miner explained in detail as it 

offers a robust and very powerful tool and have plenty of 

features. In rapid miner tool each component is user-friendly 

environment interface which helps to realize the users about 

massive productivity gains. It is a visual work-flow designer 

tool is specially contribute the users with an environment. 

This environment enables the user to create, design and 

deploy analytics processes, visual presentations, and models. 

The guidance of Rapid Miner tool operators uncluttered, 

meaningless, disorganized, expressions and seemingly 

useless data also enhanced into very valuable and 

visualizable. The system facilitates data access, manage 

accessed data, load and evaluate of data such as texts, 

images, and audio tracks. Rapid Miner allows the user to 

structure data to be mending to arrange. Rapid Miner used to 

create models and plans with a strong set of tools and 

functionalities so that the user has the possibilities to 

extricate or extract critical statistics and information. The 

user is fully allowed to utilize data exploration capabilities 

and descriptive statistics like graphics and visualization. 
This software is more powerful which offers analytics 

related to real-world data transformation settings which 

gives the mastery of formatting and creating the most 

favorable data set for user predictive analytics[27] [28].  

Explicit Features of the Rapid Miner tool is explained in the 

below :[27][28]  

 

1. Visual Workflow Designer - Rich library with over of 

1500 machine learning algorithms, drop and drop visual 

interface, pre-built templates, possibility of proactive 

recommendations.  

2. Data Access and Management- Accessing files including 

SAS (Statistical Analysis System), ARFF(Attribute-Relation 

File Format),stata(software for statistics and Data science) 

and via URL.  

3. Data Exploration- A label in column target variable.  

4. Descriptive Statistics- Uni-variate statistics and plots, 

Distribution plots, Bivariate statistics and plots.  

5. Graphs and Visualization- visualization module is created 

as an alternative to the well known and old module Plot 

View.  

6. Data Prep- Turbo or data Prep is a new module in Rapid 

Miner that speed up time-consuming data prep tasks to 

speed the productivity of analytics teams.  

7. Data Sampling -The number of examples in the sample 

can be specified on absolute, relative or probability basis 

depending on the setting of the sample parameter. Moreover, 

the samples are generated randomly.  

8. Data Partitioning - In this partitioning the parameter is 

used to separate the number of subsets or partitions and the 

relative size of each partition. It is named as partitions 

parameter.  

http://www.ijsrem.com/
https://forms.gle/Kp9vcxqBUXinjUyUA
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9. Data Replacement - The data replacement operator 

enables to select attributes to use replacements in and to a 

specify  

regular expression. Attribute values of selected attributes 

that match this regular  

expression are replaced by the specified replacement. The 

replacement can be empty and can contain capturing groups.  

10. Weighting and Selection - Select by Weights operator 

allows selecting attributes using the weights of the attribute.  

11. Similarity Calculation - A similarity calculate object 

measure the calculated similarity between each data to 

similarity and similarity to data. The Data to Similarity 

operator and vice verse can generate a similarity calculation 

or measure object.  

12. Clustering - Clustering groups Examples together which 
are similar to each other. As no Label Attribute is necessary, 

Clustering can be used on unlabeled data and is an algorithm 

of unsupervised machine learning.  

13. Market Basket Analysis - Market Basket Analysis is a 

association analysis method which is used to discover 

attractive relationship between the variables in the given set 

of data set. The modeling of association between variables is 

based on the set of items, frequently appeared together.  

14. Bayesian Modeling - Naive Bayes model is a high-bias 

and low-variance classifier. It has the capability to build a 

better model even with a minimum number of data. It is very 

simple to use and understand. The use cases mostly involved 

with text categorization, spam detection, sentiment analysis, 

and popularly known for recommender systems.  

15. Scoring - Rapid Miner Time Scoring is an additional 

service to Rapid Miner. It is designed for fast scoring use 

cases through the web services which fulfilled by the 

components, they are called as Scoring Agents. It access 

minimal memory and have fast response times.  

16. Automation and Process Control - It execute multiple 

process in parallel. The long-term process can be run in the 

background, while the other process execute in the front. 

The main services are background process execution, 

automatic optimization, scripting in data preparation, 

logging in process, macros, process control and process 

based reporting.  

 

Meaning Cloud  

The Sentiment Analysis tool is one of the products of 

meaning cloud. Sentiment Analysis Application 

Programming Interface (API) analyzes the context by 

identifying individual phrases and evaluating the 

relationship between them. Some of the features are global 

sentiment, detection of irony, difference in sentiment, 

agreement and disagreement between analyzed text contents 

 

Unstructured text hides huge amount of important 

information, but it is hard to process it automatically. 

Meaning Cloud’s extension for Rapid Miner enable you to 

give it a structure, extract its meaning and combine it with 

other data sources in your favorite text analytics platform. 

Meaning Cloud’s extension for Rapid Miner provides new 

operators with advanced text analytics 

functionalities:[29][28] 

 Topic Extraction: extracts from the text names of 
people, organizations, brands or places, abstract 

concepts, and amounts. 

 Text Classification: categorizes a text according to 

predefined taxonomies. 

  Sentiment Analysis and Aspect-based Sentiment 
Analysis: detects the positive/negative/neutral 

polarity expressed in the text both at a global and at 

aspect-level. 

 Lemmatization: extracts a list of the lemmas of the 

words found in the text. 

 Deep Categorization: assigns one or more 

categories to a text, using a very detailed rule-based 

language. 

C .STUDY SELECTION AND EVALUATION 

In order to guarantee and maintain the quality of the paper, 

we have constrained our selection of articles to only peer 

reviewed journals. Peer-reviewed journals have strict quality 

control and have gone through methodical, accurate 

processes and have rigorous requirements for publication, 

which leads to better research output [28]. The process 

began with studying and scanning of selected articles from 

the journal database. The initial criterion of selection was 
based on choosing the keywords ``opinion mining'' and 

``sentiment analysis.''  

The next step involved reading the abstracts to assess 

whether it was applicable to my research topic. Initially a 

people read it, but to justify its rigor, an independent 

consumer to improve its impartiality and strength read the 

same number of articles. Intellectual outputs that did not 

align with my research questions or that seemed 

inappropriate and non-substantive were excluded. The 
articles that were included exhibit good fit with the objective 

of the study. 

 

The selected  papers were then examined in detail and 

synthesize to answer the research questions. For the 

preferred papers, I created the taxonomy which is 

represented in following sections (dataset, methods, 

application, and major challenges). 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
https://www.meaningcloud.com/developer/topics-extraction
https://www.meaningcloud.com/developer/text-classification
https://www.meaningcloud.com/developer/sentiment-analysis
https://www.meaningcloud.com/developer/sentiment-analysis
https://www.meaningcloud.com/developer/sentiment-analysis
https://www.meaningcloud.com/developer/lemmatization-pos-parsing
https://www.meaningcloud.com/developer/deep-categorization
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3. DATASETS: 

 

A more in detail analysis was done regarding the sources of 

datasets were from the created questionnaire containing total 

12 questions. The main source of data is from the articles 

from Google. The google form was asked to fill by various 

consumers /person, nearly 1010 entries were recorded to 

perform the analysis for big data 

 

4. Method and Proposed framework : 

                                                                    

 
 

                                                        

    Statistical text mining using rapid mining model, includes 

loading the data, Pre-processing the data, generating term-

by-document matrix, building models and lastly applying 

the model on new data to predict the outcome. A process 

diagram also created for similarity-based methods and 

clustering techniques for measuring the similarity between 

the documents. The above figure  explains the idea of 

proposed framework clearly. First, the data needed to be 

analysis are gathered from the various entries from google 

form .. The review data are gathered in the acceptable 

google form and then the response summary is downloaded 
in the excel sheet. The acceptable dataset is entered the tool 

to analysis based on the training data if the algorithms are 

depending on unsupervised learning. 

. Before that the Pre-processing methods are used to the 

acceptable data-set. Pre-processing includes the transform 

the given case into acceptable case, Text Vectorization, 

process documents, and cross validation is done .Some of 

the extension like meaning cloud for sentiment analysis and 

aspect based sentiment analysis are also helpful to build the 

model. The data model is a construction of the 

algorithm(Support Vector Clustering (SVC) algorithm for 

cross validation of dataset and  clustering using the k-means 

algorithm )with specified data set. Finally, Extract 

aggregates operator calculates descriptive features (e.g. 

sum, mean, min, max, ...) of the distribution of the values of 

one or more time series . The calculated features are 

provided as an Example Set at the features output port of the 

operator,based on the output of the operator  the sentiment 

score  of Sentiment Analysis (also known as Opinion 

Mining)  & Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis and can be 

scored, the Correlation matrix is calculated for sentiments  

which determines correlation between all Attributes and it 

can produce a weights vector based on these correlations 

5. Experiment and Performance Analysis :[29] 

Rapid Miner is a great tool which has filled with text 

processing capabilities and third party Application 

Programming Interface (API) also easy to connect to this 

tool. The below figure explains the process diagram for the 

sentiment analysis how covid-19 changed consumers daily 

lives 

 

Rapid Miner sentiment analysis is starts from Retrieve 
Operator which import the excel sheet need to analysis. 

This Operator can access stored information in the 

Repository and load them into the Process. Retrieving data 

this way also provides the Meta data of the Rapid Miner 

Object. The Example set is having 1010 examples with 3 

special attributes and 14 regular attributes 

The next step is performing the text vectorization then 

extracting/ genertaing the word vectors from string attribute 

in process documents from data for performing a cross 

validation to estimate the statistical performance of a 

learning model. 

The Cross Validation Operator is a nested Operator. It has 

two sub processes: a Training sub process and a Testing sub 

process. The Training sub process is used for training a 

model. The trained model is then applied in the Testing 

subprocess. The performance of the model is measured 

during the Testing phase. The input dataset is partitioned 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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into k subsets of equal size. Of the k subsets, a single subset 

is retained as the test data set (i.e. input of the Testing sub 

process). The remaining k - 1 subsets are used as training 

data set (i.e. input of the Training sub process). The cross 

validation process is then repeated k times, with each of the 

k subsets used exactly once as the test data. The k results 

from the k iterations are averaged (or otherwise combined) 

to produce a single estimation. The value k can be adjusted 

using the number of folds parameter.  

 

 

The evaluation of the performance of a model on 

independent test sets yields a good estimation of the 

performance on unseen data sets. It also shows if 'over 

fitting' occurs. This means that the model represents the 

testing data very well, but it does not generalize well for 

new data. Thus, the performance can be much worse on test 

data. 

Cross validation Process then perform the clustering using 

support vectors: 

 

In this meth Support Vector Clustering (SVC) algorithm 

data points are mapped from data space to a high 

dimensional feature space using a Gaussian kernel. In 

feature space the smallest sphere that encloses the image of 

the data is searched. This sphere is mapped back to data 

space, where it forms a set of contours which enclose the 

data points. These contours are interpreted as cluster 

boundaries. Points enclosed by each separate contour are 

associated with the same cluster. As the width parameter of 

the Gaussian kernel is decreased, the number of 

disconnected contours in data space increases, leading to an 

increasing number of clusters. Since the contours can be 

interpreted as delineating the support of the underlying 

probability distribution, this algorithm can be viewed as one 

identifying valleys in this probability distribution.  

Clustering is concerned with grouping together objects that 

are similar to each other and dissimilar to the objects 

belonging to other clusters. It is a technique for extracting 

information from unlabeled data and can be very useful in 

many different scenarios e.g. in a marketing application we 

may be interested in finding clusters of customers with 

similar buying behavior.  

Result of Cluster data set :

 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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After clustering of objects is done Correlation Matrix 

Operator determines correlation between all Attributes and 

it can produce a weights vector based on these correlations. 

Correlation is a statistical technique that can show whether 

and how strongly pairs of Attributes are related  

Secondly Operator performs clustering using the k-means 

algorithm. Clustering groups Examples together which are 

similar to each other. As no Label Attribute is necessary, 

Clustering can be used on unlabelled data and is an 

algorithm of unsupervised machine learning.  

The k-means algorithm determines a set of k clusters and 

assignes each Examples to exact one cluster. The clusters 

consist of similar Examples. The similarity between 

Examples is based on a distance measure between them.  

A cluster in the k-means algorithm is determined by the 

position of the center in the n-dimensional space of the n 

Attributes of the ExampleSet. This position is called 

centroid. It can, but do not have to be the position of an 

Example of the ExampleSets.  

The k-means algorithm starts with k points which are treated 

as the centroid of k potential clusters. These start points are 

either the position of k randomly drawn Examples of the 

input ExampleSet, or are determined by the k-means++ 

heuristic if determine good start values is set to true.  

All Examples are assigned to their nearest cluster (nearest is 

defined by the measure type). Next the centroids of the 

clusters are recalculated by averaging over all Examples of 

one cluster. The previous steps are repeated for the new 

centroids until the the centroids no longer move or max 

optimization steps is reached. Be aware that it is not ensured 

that the k-means algorithm converges if the measure type is 

not based on Euclidean Distance calculation (cause the 

recalculation of the centroids by averaging is assuming 

Euclidean space). The procedure is repeated max runs times 

with each time a different set of start points. The set of 

clusters is delivered which has the minimal sum of squared 

distances of all Examples to their corresponding centroids.  

Next, Extract aggregates operator calculates descriptive 

features (e.g. sum, mean, min, max, ...) of the distribution of 

the values of one or more time series. The calculated 

features are provided as an data Set at the features output 

port of the operator.  

Depending on the parameter add time series name the data 

Set will have one example with attributes for all 

combination of time series and features, or n examples, one 

example per time series. The features be calculated can be 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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selected individually. In combination with the Process 

Windows operator, this operator can be used to calculate 

features of windows of time series as a preparation for a 

general machine learning problem.  

By default invalid values (missing, positive infinity and 

negative infinity) are included in the calculation of the 

aggregated values. See the description of the parameters on 

how the calculation of the individual features handle invalid 

values. Select the parameter ignore invalid values to change 

this and ignore invalid values. This operator works only on 

numerical time series.  

Lastly after determining the Sentiment Analysis (also known 

as Opinion Mining)  & Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis  

,consists of the application of natural language processing, 

text analytics and computational linguistics to identify and 

extract subjective information from various types of content. 

It identifies the positive, negative, neutral polarity in 

collected unlabelled data 

Result obtained of Sentiment Analysis:                                                                                                  

 

 

 
 

Correlation matrix(sentiment analysis): 

The Correlation matrix is calculated for sentiments  which 

determines correlation between all Attributes and it can 

produce a weights vector based on these correlations. 

Correlation is a statistical technique that can show whether 

and how strongly pairs of Attributes are related.

 

 

 

 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Result obtained of Aspect based Sentiment Analysis : 

 

 

 

 

 

Correlation matrix(Aspect based sentiment analysis) 

The Correlation matrix is calculated for Aspect based 

sentiments  which determines correlation between all 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Attributes and it can produce a weights vector based on 

these correlations..

 

 

 

 

 

6. Discussion and Conclusion: 

The main aim of this experiment was to find the sentiments 

of the individual during the situation of covid19 , the 

polarity of unsupervised data collected and clustering is 

done by using k-means algorithm  is calculated .The total 

data collected from the response of google forms is 1010 

examples which was imported in the Rapid miner is one of 

the best tools which have the advance features like data 

exploration, sampling, replacing, partitioning, Bayesian 

modeling, clustering and modeling evaluation. Using the 

rapid miner tool with two different machine learning 

algorithm the result gives accuracy to the sentiments of 

consumers where the data set was of 1010 example set with6 

special attributes and 22 regular attributes, so the sentiment 

calculated for nominal values is maximum neutral with 651 

absolute count and 359 with negative absolute count and rest 

is positive . Cluster 2 is found with highest aspect based 

sentiment polarity both gender and age wise. Name wise 

Aspect based sentiment polarity with 112 absolute count. 

In terms of applications, more research has been done on the 

evaluation or evaluation of the various methods of opinion 

mining and sentiment analysis. Although these refer to the 

assessment of the techniques used, the data sets extracted 

from users' application databases thus include an aspect of 

human application. Marketing-related activities still lead the 

applications followed by the financial, healthcare, and 

hospitality and tourism industries. It is further noted that  

applications of opinion mining and sentiment analysis for 

politics and government views are still increasing. Etc.. 
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